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Figure 1. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period secondary cremation, Feature 102, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 2. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 105, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 3. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim outcurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 114, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 4. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 114, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 5. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 129.01, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 6. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 138, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 7. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 142, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 8. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period crematorium Feature 149, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 9. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 150.01, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 10. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 151, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 11. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 171, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 12. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 180.01, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 13. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period burial Feature 180.02, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 14. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 181, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 15. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 188.01, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 16. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 188.01, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 17. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 201.01, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 18. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 203, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 19. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 205, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 20. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 211, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 21. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 222, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 22. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 233, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 23. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Tucson phase secondary cremation Feature 234, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 24. Pinedale Black-on-white jar neck from Tucson phase secondary cremation Feature 234, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 25. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 247, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 26. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 264, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 27. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 273, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 28. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period primary cremation Feature 275, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 29. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 295, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 30. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 307, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 31. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 307, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 32. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 314, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 33. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 316, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM). [Note: interior design field]
Figure 34. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown bowl from Classic period burial Feature 348.01, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 35. Late Rincon or Tanque Verde red-on-brown bowl from Classic period burial Feature 348.01, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).
Figure 36. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period crematorium Feature 408, locus AZ AA:12:122 (ASM).

Figure 37. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown jar (indeterminate vessel form) from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 610, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 38. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 625, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 39. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 625, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 40. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim bowl from Classic period cremation Feature 631, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 41. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period inhumation Feature 642, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 42. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown bessel from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 643, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 43. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown tall straight-collared jar from Classic period burial Feature 646, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 44. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown neckless jar from Classic period burial Feature 647, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 45. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 646.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 46. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 647.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 47. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 625, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 48. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 648.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 49. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 648.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 50. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period burial Feature 648.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 51. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period burial Feature 649.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 52. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 649.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 53. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 650.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 54. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 650.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 55. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period burial Feature 650.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 56. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 651, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 57. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 651.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 58. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown bowl from Classic period burial Feature 654.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 59. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown bowl from Classic period burial Feature 654.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 60. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown bowl from Classic period burial Feature 654.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 61. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 655, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 62. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 658, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 63. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 659.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 64. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period burial Feature 659.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 65. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim bowl from Classic period burial Feature 663.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 66. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 664, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 67. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 664.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 68. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim incurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 667, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 69. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 668.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 70. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 668.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 71. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period burial Feature 669.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 72. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 675.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 73. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period burial Feature 675.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 74. Pinedale Black-on-white pitcher from Classic period burial Feature 683, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

*Intact vessel with chipped rim.
Figure 75. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period burial Feature 683, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 76. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 683.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 77. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 700, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 78. Cliff Polychrome semi-flare-rim bowl from Tucson phase primary inhumation Feature 701, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 79. Cliff Polychrome semi-flare-rim incurved bowl from primary inhumation Feature 701, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 80. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 708, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 81. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown tall straight-collared jar from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 740, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 82. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim hemispherical bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 740, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 83. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 741, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 84. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 744, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 85. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown short straight-collared jar from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 744, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 86. Plain ware bird effigy vessel from primary inhumation Feature 752, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 87. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim incurved bowl from Feature 754, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 88. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown plate/platter from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 774, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 89. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 833, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 90. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown vessel from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 848, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 91. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown plate/platter from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 849, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 92. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 849, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 93. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown short straight-collared jar from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 852, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 94. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 852, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 95. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown tall straight-collared jar from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 860, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 96. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 861, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 97. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim incurved bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 862, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 98. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 871, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 99. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 875, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 100. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 875, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 101. San Carlos Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim incurved bowl from Feature 888, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 102. Rillito Red-on-brown flare-rim bowl from Rillito phase secondary cremation Feature 895, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 103. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown tall straight-collared jar from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 902, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

*Rim and base of vessel are incomplete.*
Figure 104. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 917, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 105. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 917, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 106. Tanque Verde Polychrome tall straight-collared jar from Classic period burial Feature 1004.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 107. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 1005.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 108. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 1006, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 109. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 1006.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 110. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 1035, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 111. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outrurred bowl from Classic period burial Feature 1039, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 112. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period burial Feature 1039.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 113. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown tall straight-collared jar from Classic period burial Feature 1039.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 114. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown semi-flare-rim incured bowl from Classic period crematorium Feature 1041, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 115. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period burial Feature 1063.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 116. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period burial Feature 1067.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 117. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from Classic period burial Feature 1070.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 118. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period burial Feature 1070.01, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 119. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period primary cremation Feature 1081, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 120. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown straight-walled or vertical-sided bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 1082, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 121. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown hemispherical bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 1082, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 122. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown indeterminate jar form from primary inhumation Feature 1114, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).

Figure 123. Gila Polychrome tall flare-rim jar from Tucson phase primary cremation Feature 1174, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 124. Gila Polychrome tall flare-rim jar from Tucson phase primary cremation Feature 1520, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 125. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from primary cremation Feature 1528, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 126. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period primary inhumation Feature 1539, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 127. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 1563, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 128. Gila Polychrome incurved bowl from Tucson phase primary inhumation Feature 1625, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 129. Gila Polychrome semi-flaring tall straight-collared jar from Tucson phase primary inhumation Feature 1642, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 130. Gila Polychrome incurved bowl from Tucson phase primary inhumation Feature 1642, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 131. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown tall straight-collared jar from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 1644, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 132. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown plate/platter from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 1686, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 133. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown pitcher from primary inhumation Feature 1693, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 134. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from primary inhumation Feature 1693, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM). [Note: interior design field]
Figure 135. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from primary inhumation Feature 1693, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 136. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown incurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 1711, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).
Figure 137. Tanque Verde Red-on-brown outcurved bowl from Classic period secondary cremation Feature 1711, locus AZ AA:12:311 (ASM).